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develop academically as well as athletically." When
Walker was asked if African-American sludeni athletes
should be exempted from Proposition 48. his response was,
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Life Before Proposition 48
NCAA rule on an athlete's college
admission and eligibility for an athletic scholarship was C

This essay focusses on a topic of intense debate
emerging over the last several years: strategies to improve
the academic preparedness of collegiate student athletes.
The issue should have been resolved with the passage of
Proposition 48 in 1986. This measure stipulated that firstyear students who wanted to compete in intercollegiate
athletics Division I institutions must meet three
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whose acceptance of student athletes with less
than glowing academic credentials was a motivation to
raise standards. A notable example is the case of a student
athlete at Creighton University who was found to have a
third grade reading level when he completed his athletic
eligibility. These kinds of situations forced many

such as Jesse Jackson, and former
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of informing African-American student athletes about
classes and test scores needed to avoid being designated a
"Proposition 48 casualty." However, a majority of the

Olympic Committee,
Dr. Leroy Walker. Edwards stated that Proposition 48
"communicates to young athletes, beginning with those
who are sophomores in high school, that we expect them to
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schools with inadequate teaching resources and
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Marcus Mabry notes along this line that:

attending college.

does have the resources to make a substantial impact on

African-American athletes. Reaching out to secondary
schools and developing programs to help AfricanAmerican athletes at that level will give student athletes a
better chance to be successful academically when they
enter the university. Secondary schools desperately need
help from outside sources, such as universities and the
NCAA. The NCAA must realize that, unfortunately for
African- American student athletes, many high schools are
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with one thing in mind: playing their sport and
playing it well. They are often from
disadvantaged backgrounds. Many... are the
first people in their families to go to college.
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But athletics are important for the academic achievement
of some students as noted by several studies. 6 These
studies found that participation in athletics had a positive
effect on groups that are "underprivileged," a label
commonly attached to African- Americans who have a low
socioeconomic status. These studies suggest that the
that
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president of SET Communications Inc., and a former
college and professional athlete stated that "the decline of
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and gifted athletes has accelerated. This in the midst of
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and
sustain the foundation of their riches. Pressure must be
placed on the association to provide the support needed by
African-American student athletes and all others who
need assistance to be successful. If the NCAA and its
member universities are to hold true to its standards set by
Proposition 48, they must take a more proactive role in
using
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campuses without giving them a fair chance at completing
a college education. This position must be the focus of the
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improve for all students.
The NCAA should no longer be able to exploit
students from poor high schools without developing
opportunities for their athletes to become competent and
competitive college students. The NCAA operates as a
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